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ON THE VARIANTS OF NEWARI VOWELS: A STUDY IN PHONOLOGICAL NON-ALIGNMENT 
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Introduction 
Newari vowels display marked individualistic tendencies. 1 There is a 
prominent asymmetry in the relation between long and short vowels in that 
there are six short vowels, /i, e, a, a, o, u/, but eight long vowels, 
/ii, ee, ae, ae, aa, aa, oo, uu/. More interesting for this study, however, 
is the fact that no two of these vowels respond to exactly the same set of 
low level phonetic rules, or are influenced in manifesting one phonetic 
exponent or another by the same set of phonological environments. In this 
paper we explore these phonetic differences in the attempt to show that 
underlying all the idiosyncratic behavior there is a system that accounts 
for it, a system that we are tempted to refer to as the politics of phonetic 
non-alignment. Non-alignment in the phonetics of Newari vowels, however, 
does not lead to egalitarian independence. Rather, it leads to salient 
inequalities in the degree to which various vowels are forced to modify their 
phonetic manifestations in the face of pressures from the phonological context. 
Newari vowels differ from one another in regard to how vulnerable they 
are to various phonological environments. There are vowels that resist or 
ignore nearly all contextual phonetic influences, such as /i/, /ii/, and 
/ae/. For each of these only one consistently discriminable vowel-quality 
exponent was found. By contrast, vowels such as /a/ and /u/ were found to 
have several such exponents spanning a considerable portion of the Cardinal 
Vowel chart. 
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Different sets of vowels are vulnerable to different phonological 
environments. There is one environment, however, to which all vowels 
appear to be equally vulnerable, namely, that in which the vowel is 
preceded by a breathy consonant. In all such cases vowels manifest 
breathy variants.2 
/mhyae/ daughter 
/dhenii/ will cut 
Even here, however, vowels differ as to whether breathiness also entails 
a modification of vowel quality. All such modifications noted are mentioned 
in the descriptions of the individual vowels which follow. 
In general, nasal vowels manifest the same qualities as their oral 
counterparts in the various phonological enfironments, Exceptions to this are 
also mentioned in the descriptions of the individual vowels, Thus, even 
though nasalization is a phonologically contrastive paramete, nasal vowels 
are not treated separately except where they differ in vowel quality from 
their oral counterparts in a given phonological enfironment. 
There are some potent environments responsible for the occurrence of 
certain qoesl quality exponents which are in part morphologically defined. 
Some rules operate only in word-final position, others word-initially, and 
still others apply to what we refer to as strong syllables. Strong syllables 
are morphologically defined as stem-initial syllables, Thus, in a disyllabic 
word without affixes or complex internal morphology, the first syllable is 
strong and the second syllable is weak (/~!ktt/ 'oil', /!M},pu/ 'easy', 
/y~a/ 'soon'). The negative prefix is not a stem, thus in verbs with 
negative prefixes the second syllable is strong (/ma-py~/ 'ddes not give', 
/ma-cuy/ 'did not sell well'). In words having suffixes but no prefixes, the 
first--Syllable iS Strong (/ya.ta/ 1 he did it I, /p_!la/ 1 he gave I, /:1.~kh~a/ I from 
the water'). In numeral classifier constructions, both the numerai and the 
classifier behave as stems, and both are strong (/pe-~~/ 'four times'). 
= ..... 
Long vowels are in general less vulnerable to vowel quality modification 
in the face of environmental pressures than short vowels. Figure 1 presents 
the set of variants that could be consistently discriminated and Figure 2 
does the same for short vowels. Both charts present the position of variants 
relative to the vardinal vowels, and the size of the area enclosed for each 
variant represents the impressionistically determined area over which that 
variant ranged. From Figure 1 it can be see that most of the long vowels 
cover relatively small areas of the chart, and that they are all situated 
around the edges of the chart in reasonable proximity to the primary cardinal 
vowels. Diphthongization of simple vowel qualities is observed only in the 
lower back region of the chart. By contrast, the short vowels, phonemically 
fewer in number, have a larger number of variants per vowel on the average, 
the average, and range over a larger a ·ea of the chart. We 
will consider first the long vowels and their variants, grouping the 
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(®@) /UU/ 
; LC /00/ • 
I 
I 
1ae1 _(Z,y' 
--
-1ae1 1aa1 
--1aa1 
J!'igure l, Variants of Newari long vowels 
• /1/ ® /U/ 
IOI 
1e1 
1a1 
-1a1 
ligure 2. Variants of l'lewa.ri short vowels 
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v~w~ls into sets according to the environments to which the various vowels are 
pri!narily vulnerable as·fa.r as the modification of vowel quality is concerned. 
1. Vowel ~lity Variants .!Qr. Lo:qg Vowels 
There are four sets of long vowels: l. InvRriant vowels which show uo 
C'.)!')~i~tentl~r di'lcriminable quality va.rL=mts other thnn their norms, 2. Vowe2.s 
vulnerable to the phonological influence of preceding consonants, 3. Vowels 
vulnerable to syllable a.nd word final in!'luences, an:i 4, Vowels vulnerable t'.l 
va ~-·ious influences within a wider context. 
1.1 Invariant long vowels. The long vowels /ii/ and /ae/ are exceptionally 
i.1t9.ble. They seem invulnerable to the environments that produce clearly 
di~criminaole vowel quality variants in other long vowels. We were able to 
ch:.:c:riminate or.ly a single phonetic exponent for each of these vowels. 
/ii/ ic consistently realized as [ {: ], a quality slightly lower than 
Cardinal Vo1·1el I•Tumber 1, and its nasal counterpart /U/ is cf the 
sacie quality, though it occasionally !'las a velar off-glide~ 
/ii/ 
/abiir/ 
/kac:j.i dale./ 
[ i:] time 
[ Q..L bi: J "] a red powder 
+ 0 [ a 'toTt, t:] piled up in a heap 
[ ~aTtf;»t~') dil8T] (he) came down with smallpox 
/a.e/ and its naGal counterpart, /i.,;/, are consistently realized as [ ~: ] 
,_ 
and [ ae: J respectively, a completely front vowel between Cc.rdinal 
Vowel 3 and CCLI'dinal Vowel 4. 
/1-Jhae/ [ b ae :] ,, .. language 
/kae/ [kc£~) son 
/mhy;e/ [ "!'J ~ :] di=i.ughter 
.. 
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1,2 ~ vowels vulnerable !2. preceding consonants. Also relatively stable are 
the high back vowel /uu/, the low vowel /ai/ and their nasal counterparts , /y:y./ 
and /ii/, 
/uu/ is realized as [ U : ] , a quality slightly lower than Cardinal Vowel 
Number 8, following peripheral articulations (labials and velars). 
Since this variant also occurs in word-initial position this variant 
can be viewed as the norm or default variant, minimally influenced 
4 by its environment, The nasal counterpart follows suit, 
l'ivnl [ 2 u : n ] 
/dabuu/ (d 9T bUt] 
/anguu/ l i.L') C} U ! ) 
/b&rfmlY.( [ b 8 .c-m U:] 
carded wool 
platform 
finger ring 
a Brahmin 
/uu/ is realized as [ U: ] , a quality slightly lower and further forward 
+ 
than Cardinal Vowel Number 8, following central articulations 
(palatals and alveolars). 
/gajuu/ [9aTitJ~ - ~8T~iu:] 
/panyuu/ L p<.tJl l}:] 
pinnacle of a temple 
ladle, flat spoon 
/ai/ is realized as [ a: ] in strong syllables following palatal consonants 
and in this respect /a.a/ is not parallel to /uu/, since the fronted 
variant of /uu/ responds to central articulations in general and not 
just to palatal consonants, [ a: ] has the quality of Cardinal Vowel 
Number 4. 
/jbaa/ 
/jhyaa/ 
[dz a:1 [~t.J."~:] comes, goes (honorific) window 
/a.a/ is otherwise realized as [ a: ] ' a more central quality than [ a: ] ' 
retracted from Cardinal Vowel Number 4. The nasalized counterpart of 
this variant often has a very short velar nasal off-glide following the 
vowel, We take this variant to be the least influenced, or default 
variant of this vowel. 
/pepaa/ {pje p~~1 four flat objects 
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sharp sighted 
charcoal 
1.3 ~ vowels sensitive ,!2. open versus closed syllable structure. Vowels in 
this class (/ee/ and /oo/ and their nasal counterparts) have a tendency toward 
lower vowel qualities in open syllables. Again, the ~wo vowels in this class 
are not entirely parallel in their response _to phonological enviro:cments. 
/ ee/ is realized somewhere within the range of free fluctuation, [ e : ,., Eh] , 
in word-final open syllables. [ e: ] represents the vowel quality of 
Cardinal Vowel Number 2, and (£.1.:] represents a vowel quality somewhat 
above that of Cardinal Vowel Number 3, The one example we have of the 
nasalized counterpart of this variant was heard rather consistently 
as [ f "": ]. 
/mee/ [me: ,v m£ 1 ~] buffalo 
/dee/ lde: N d£.L:] country 
/1m1~,;/ [kxl.L:l egg 
/ee/ is realized elsewhere as [ e: 1 and its nasal counterpart as 
We take this to be the default variant for this vowel. 
/deems./ C dj e: m 11 
/tee1aa/ [ tj e: L ~~1 
plate 
sharp sighted 
[e: J. 
/oo/ is realized as[":>~:] in free fluctuation with the diphthongal variants 
[:>~)~ ] and ['l:>] in open syllables. [ :) ] represents the vowel quality 
of Cardinal Vowel Number 6 and [ :,.L] is somewhat higher. The potent 
environment here is again not entirely parallel to that which triggers 
sporadic lowering of /ee/, since /ee/ is lowered word-finally while /oo/ 
is not only lowered but often diphthongized as well and the potent 
environment is not restricted to word-final position, 
/boobyuu/ C b(3 :i·: bj u: - bB :>~a bjl.l: ,.. bB 't.::>-1·: b ju:] 
scolds (habitually) 
/joog.,./ [~ :l.i:9u "'dJ J±Jgu - QJ 'i:>J.:gu] 
that which leaks 
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The nasalized counterpart of this variant is slightly closer and 
-[- - a fluctuates freely between QT: ] and [ O!, ].. [ QT ] represents a 
vowel quality slightly lower than Cardinal Vowel Number 7. 
-/k99ca/ [ ~QT:t~si - ~Q~gt~a] a Clay pot 
[d - -J. d-Ta° - 1 5 /dooDff,/ OT:na; : - o...., no."": by the ox 
w + c., + 
/oo/ is realized as[()~] in closed syllables (and hence primarily in loan 
words). The preceding consonant is rounded but rarely is there a 
perceptible [l-J] on-glide. [ C, ] represents the vowel quality of 
Cardinal Vowel Number 7. 
/bhoog/ [ 9. § Q : 9' 1 
/khoor/ [ ~90:-i"] 
a sacrifice 
a cage 
The vowel /oo/, apart from its manifestation as [ O: ] in closed syllables 
could be described as having a general movement of articulation. This 
starts with a high back tongue position with closely rounded lips and 
moves to a half-open back tongue position with open iip rounding and· 
then to a central non-rounded articulation. One would be tempted to 
say that the norm for /oo/ is at least diphthongal, whereas the norm 
for /ee/ appears to be monophthongal, 
1,4 ~ vowels sensitive ]2. preceding consonant, following consonant, ~ 
syllable structure. Long vowels in this class are wlnerable to a wider range of 
potent environments than are long vowels of other classes. As usual the two 
vowels included here are not entirely parallel, and certainly neither is parallel 
to any other vowel in the system. 
/ae/ is realized as [EJ.~] (and its nasal counterpart, /o.,/ as [£.L:]) when 
following /w/ in strong syllables. This variant is in partial overlap 
with one free variant of /ee/ in word-final position as listed in 
section l.~ above. The phoneme /ee/, however, never occurs following 
/w/, so there is no danger of total overlap on this analysis as the 
system now stands, 
twisted 
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/pwaela/ [ p J f. J.: l ~] 
/w,,;/ [ wl.L.:) 
a winter month 
madman 
/ae/ is otherwise realized in stressed syllables as[£:] (and its nasal 
counterpart as [ g: ]) , the vowel quality of Cardinal Vowel Number 3.. 
/phae/ [ P. he:] 
1~,1 [af:] 
•• 
/klllj,/ ( ~ 'X £ ~ 1 
/khae/ [k?<E.:] 
-
/chae/ ( tshe:] II II, 
wind 
bed bug 
6 
a Khas person 
a wart 
grandson 
/ae/ is also realized as [ E:] in weak syllables except when followed by /y/ 
or /j/. [ £: ] is thus taken to be the default variant of /ae/. 
/katae majuu/ [ ka.l.t E: m aTd~u :] (his) evil days have not passed 
+ 
/thakae ma.yaaJ(-lhaTkE.: maTja:] (he) did not cheat 
/ae/ is realized as [ e: ] in weak syllables before /y/, and /ae/ is vulnerable 
to this influence even across word boundaries. 
/katae yaye/ [k¢te: j a"jeTJ to survive one's evil days 
/thakae ya.ye/ [ th a7k € ~ j af} eT] to cheat 
/ ae/ is realized as [ f: J.: ] in weak syllables before /j/, and this influence 
also extends across word boundaries 
/katae juye/ [ k¢te.L: d1,ue] for one's evil days to have passed 
/thakae juye/ [ theTk£.l: d9ue] for cheating to take place 
From these examples it can be seen that /ae/ is vulnerable to raising influences 
from preceding consonants in strong syllables, and from following consonants 
in weak syllables. 
/aa/ is realized as [Cl.J.:] following central (palatal or alveolar) consonants 
+ 
in word-final position. [ Q.&..:] represents a vowel quality slightly 
+ 
higher and more fronted than Cardinal Vowel Number 5. 
/kosaa/ 
/saa/ 
gift given to the bride 
voice 
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/sataa/ [ s a..Lt a..L:] shelter, shed 
= + + 
/baraa/ [ 'o a..l.r a.J.: 1 
+ + 
mortgage 
/d99Df,f/ [d5T: n a.L:] 
&J + 
by the ox7 
/chyM,/ (t~~~J.~] head 
/aa/ is also realized as [Cl.~:] following central consonants in non-word-
final position, provid:d that the following syllable has a non-back vowel~ 
/taabaa/ [ ta:L: ba:] 
+ -
father 1s elder brother 
/saati/ lscr:t-iJ call! 
.::+ 
/saate/ ( s cr:te] 
=+ 
(I) will c.all 
/saata/ [sct:ta1 
= + --
(I) called 
/aa/ is realized as [ Q..a.: ] following peripheral consonants (labials and 
velars) in strong syllables and following central consonants in non-word-
final position where the following syllable has a back vowel. 
/thaagu/ ( th<t: q.u1 one's own 
/paaki/ [ per: k~J millet 
/aapu/ (a-L: pu] easy 
/ba.aka/ l bcr: k a.1 lean on it! 
-
The same variant occurs in word-final strong syllables such as one finds 
in numeral-classifier constructions, where the classifier, though word-
final, is still stem-initial, hence strong. 
/pekaa/ four times 
/aa/ is realized following velars in weak final syllables by two variants in 
free fluctuation: [Q..a.: ,._ Q.lJ]. Nasalized weak finals also manifest 
,_ 
two freely fluctuating variants: [Q.:f -<r: "l ] . 
/aga.e./ [a.'c;a..l.: ,., cr'ia..1.}JJ brick kiln 
/cikff/ [ tc;{ ka.")~ - tGtKO..L'JJ oil 
/aakh&a/ [ Q..a.: k 'X.(1.1.: - aJ.: k'XO...t..1Jinside out 
- -
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l. 5 liewari Long Vowels: Vulnerability to Environment .e, Response. The evidence 
regarding vulnerability which has been presented in this section is summarized in 
fi.gure 3. The evidence relating to the response made by long vot1els to their 
potent environments presented above is summarized in Figure 4. What can be said 
about these patterns? If our identification of the default variants for each of 
the long vowels is correct, and these variants represent the neutral qualities of 
these vowels (that is, the quality accounted for simply by virtue of the fact that 
the vowel is not especially vulnerable to change in the environments in which these 
iefault qualities occur) then we see that back vowels are fronted in response to 
pressure from palatal or central (including both palatal and alveolar) articulations, 
but that front vowels are not retracted in response to pressure from peripheral 
articulations. There is, of course, the case in which /ae/ is raised in strong 
syllables following /w/, but the attraction is strictly that of raising and does 
not result in centralization or retraction of the vowel. 
A second observation is that the only invariant long vowels are front vowels. 
Furthermore, for each of the remaining pairs of vowels established on the basis of 
vulnerability to environment as pictured in Figure 3, one member is further toward 
the front of the cardinal vowel chart and the other is further toward the back 
(compare Figures land 3). In each case the front member is vulnerable to a 
narrower range of environments than its back counterpart. Thus /uu/ is attracted 
to the front by both palatals and alveolars, whereas /aa/ responds only to palatals. 
Similarly, /ee/ fluctuates freely with a lower quality in word-final position, whereas 
/oo/ fluctuates not only with a lower quality but with a diphthongizedvariant, and ·-
does so not only word-finally, but in non-word-final open syllables as well. /ae/ 
has a higher variant following /w/ in strong syllables, and before /y/ and /j/ in 
word-final weak syllables. /aa/ on the other hand is vulnerable not only to 
preceding consonants, strong versus weak syllables, word-final position, but to 
combinations of these and manifests diphthongized as well as steady vowel qualities, 
We would conclude that front vowels are less vulnera·ble to modifica.tion by 
their phonological environments than their back counterparts in Newari, and that 
.in long vowels most of the observed variation involves attraction of a vowel to a 
higher or more fronted position, /ee/ and /oo/ are, of course, the exceptions to 
this, unless we take the less stable variants to be the norms, a view that could 
quite well be argued for~ 
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Invariant 
/ii/ 
I /ee/ 
I /ae/ 
/ae/ 
Vu 
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Vulnerable to Preceding Consonant 
/uu/ 
lnerable to Syllable Finals /oo/* I. 
V ul.nerable to Wider Context /aa/* I 
/a.a/ 
*Diphthongization in Open Syllables 
Figure 3. Newari long vowels: villnerability to environment 
Invariant 
/ii/ 
/ee/ Op 
/ae/ Co 
/ae/ 
Consonant Attraction, Fronting 
/uu/ 
en Falling /oo/* 
nsonant Attraction, Rising /ea/* 
/'a.a/ 
*Centralizing Diphthongization 
Figure 4. Newari long vowels: response to environment 
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2. Vowel Qp.alib Variants f.Q!: ~ Vowels 
Though the number of short vowels is smaller than the number of long vowels, 
short vowels are considerably less stable than long vowels, have a larger number 
of discriminable variants per vowel, and tend to be even more idiosyncratic in 
their phonetic manifestations. The set of variants with which we are concerned 
has been given in Figure 2. 
If we consider short vowels in terms of the types of environments in which 
they are vulnerable to vowel quality modification, there are three sets: 
1. Invariant short vowels, 2. Short vowels vulnerable primarily to 
preceding consonants, and J. Short vowels vulnerable both to preceding consonants 
and to following vowels. 
2.1 ~ invariant short vowels. Only the short vowel /i/ qualifies as having 
such a small range of phonetic manifestations as to defy our attempts to 
d . . . t . t 10 iscrimna e varian s. 
• 
/i/ is consistently realized as [ "t ] , a quality slightly lower than Cardinal 
-. 
Vowel Number 1, and its nasal counterpart, /U, has the same quality, [ t ]. 
/anti/ 
/phike/ 
/imuu/ 
[ a..1.ntiJ 
+ [ pfi keTJ 
[imu~1 
metal decanter 
to dress someone 
ant 
2.2 ~ vowels vulnerable primarily !2, preceding consonants. A clear case of 
vulnerability to preceding consonants, and one that is relatively stable is the 
low vowel, /a/. The vowels, /u/ and /o/, are also discussed under this heading 
even though there is some evidence that these vowels respond to other kinds of 
environmental pressures as well. 
/a/ is realized as [ l:3,J.], a vowel quality slightly above Cardinal Vowel 
Number 4, in strong, non-word-final syllables following /y/. 
/yakna/ 
/cyata/ 
/tyata/ 
/dhyacaa/ 
[j aJ. kn a"'] 
[ t,j a.Lt a"') 
(tj~taTJ 
(gj~J.t~a..L:J 
.. 
soon 
(it) was lit 
(he) won 
muddy 
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/a/ is realized as [ a. ], a vowel quality retracted from Cardinal Vowel 
Number 4. The degree of retraction varies from very slight following 
palatals and central affricates and preceding syllables consisting of 
palatals plus /i/ to a somewhat greater degree of retraction following 
peripheral articulations. We mention this as an observable tendency 
even though [ a. ] and [ a ] were not discriminable with sufficient 
-
consistency to posit them as discrete variants of /a/. Retraction 
tended to be relatively greater in examples such as the following, 
/kaka-1 [La:.a. ka N 1. ~Tk a] ~ ~c:;;, father's younger brother 
... +- -
/ti/ [ta] weaving loom 
-
/khati/ [ k h ct-c a] tool for clod-~reald.ng 
+ -
/pake juye/ [ pg ke d1,,ue] to be ripe 
and relatively less in examples such as the following. 
/ca/ [t§~] night, clay, 
/eye./ [t~j§.] tea, be lit! 
ha/ [dzaJ cooked rice 
= = --
/jya/ [d¥j~] work 
jkiji/ (\<~dJi ,., k~91,] an administrative rank 
/ks.ca/ [ k a.J.ts a - k eTts a] branch 
+ =•... ==-
/u/ is realized as [ U ] , a quality slightly lower than Cardinal Vowel 
Number 8, following peripheral consonants (labials and velars). Since 
/u/ is closely allied with labials and velars we take this to be the 
default quality for this vowel. The nasalized counterpart follows suit. 
/kakku/ [ ka:1k: uJ neck 
+ -
/tappu/ (taTp_:~u1 large solid object 
/abu/ [a..1bu] father 
/q/ [kaJ smoke 
1~1 CquJ forest 
lbv-1 (baJ field 
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/1ru:rkala/ [kut.1 kn.a. La..i. J (it) dropped, t:e11 down 
0 ~ + 
/kanhae k:hunhu/ [ kg..a.n §: k 'X. u n ':!,] tomorrow 
/u/ is realized as [ U ] fluctuating freely with [ U ] , a slightly fronted 
+ 
variant, following central consonants. 
/'alasu/ [ k 'X, ctsu 
.... 
fog, mist 
/yecu/ (je~iU neat and clean 
/kathu/ [ kq.J.thu throat 
This fluctuation is also found in one exceptional word following a 
peripheral consonant in J. Tuladhar's pronunciation: 
/thaku/ [ tn9"°ku "'i:haTku] bamboo brush 
+ 
•• /u/ is realized as [ Ll ] in one example, the intransitive verbalizer, /juye/ 
'to become'. 
/juye/ [ d~ue1 to become 
•• 
/u/ is realized as [ U ] in one example, the noun, /juju/ 'king'. 
-
ld.ng 
•• 
Both vowels in /juju/ are [ \l ]. The first is fronted by the surrounding 
-palatals and the second would appear to be an echo of the first. This is 
one instance in which /u/ appears to respond to the influence of a 
following consonant. 
/u/ is realized as [ G) ] in weak closed sylla.bles. [ G) ] is an UI1rounded 
vowel, lower and further advanced than Cardinal Vowel Number 8. 
/a:nkus/ [ ~J.YJKfA>j) an iron hook 
/iskul/ [iskt;>l] school 
/ikhunca/ [ i kG:)nt§a] a swallow 
---
/ksn.jus/ [ ka. ... ndzCls] miser 
+ =-= a 
/o/ is realized as [ :).L] following labial consonants. [ ~..L] is a vowel 
~ ~ 
quality advanced and raised from Cardinal Vowel Number 6. The nasal 
counterpart follows suit. 
/po'li/ (I) pealed 
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/bhojae/ 
/pho~i/ 
(it) became empty 
at the feast 
beggar 
/o/ is realized as [ QT ] following /c/, /ch/, and /j/. [QT] is a 
+ + 
vowel quality advanced and lowered from Cardinal Vowel Number 7. 
/colaeca/ [ t§ 9Tl e:t§~] nanny goat 
(4,) 
/cob/ [tj9Tk~] peak, tip, end 
/chotta/ [ !:Jct9Tt: a] a dishonest person 
/jora/ [~9T.cq.] an identical pair 
There is one irregular example in which Kansakar has [ 0 ] instead 
of [ ()T] following /j/. 
+ 
/jona/ [ ~ onq.J..J (he) seized 
/o/ is realized as [ C)T] following non-labial breathy consonants • 
.. 
/dhobya/ (g9.Tbj~l a washerman 
w 
/jhola/ [dzoTLa] shoulder bag 
== .• -....
/ghori/ ( g~QT£1,] marks from cuts and bruises 
/lhone/ (t' oTn eTJ to lift 
. . .. 
/hotae/ [LJQTte~J 
.. .. 
in the hole 
/o/ is realized as [ () ] elsewhere. [()] is a vowel quality equivalent to 
Cardinal Vowel Number 7, and we take this to be the default quality of 
this vowel. 
/t9 daa/ rto da:] has dandruff 
w 
/dolca/ [doltsa] 
w -=-
a cup made of leaves 
/kosaa/ l kosa..1.:J 
w = 
a gift to the bride 
/lose./ ( ho§g] a snack 
/sola/ t so la1 three months 
= -w 
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2. 3 ~ vowels vulnerable E.2!h, !2, preceding consonants ~ following vowels. 
The vowels /e/ and /a/ are both influenced by the vowel of the following syllable 
as well as by the preceding consonant, and /a/ spans a considerable range of 
phonetic vowel qualities in doing so. The vowels /e/ and /a/ are quite different 
in other respects as·will be noted below. 
The vowel /e/ is somewhat complex in its phonetic realization. There are 
three basic phonetic variants: [ e ] , [ e T ] , and [ §T ] ( where [ 8 ] is in 
the immediate vicinity of Cardinal Vowel Number 2, [ €T ] is lowered from Cardinal 
Vowel Number 2, and [ 0T ] is both lowered and retracted). These variants fluctuate 
not only between speakers but even within the speech of a single speaker, as was 
made clear to us by compai'ing recordings made at various stages in the project. 
The tongue always starts from a palatal position, whether or not a [ j ] glide is 
heard, and moves downward to stop at one of these three positions. 
I e/ is unstable and is realized as [ e ] in free fluctuation with [ e T ] in 
three kinds of environments: 1) in weak syllables: 
/athe/ [ a..1.theT 
-
a..Lthe J like that 
+ + 
/pule/ [ r.?ju leT 
-
pjule] (I) will pay 
/lhone/ L kOneT ft# Lone1 to lift w •• • ••• w 
2) in strong aspirated syllables: 
/phetwii/ [ p~eTtWi: .... pfetwi:] (he) will sit 
/thekciar/ [ theTkdaJA -thekdg'1"] contractor 
0 0 
/chelii/ [ t~heTli~ -t9heli:] (he) will put to use 
and 3) in breathy syllables: 
/hela/ [j~Tl§ -j~ La.J despised 
.. .. 
/lheya/ ri.~Tj~ -t€J~] (I) carried, crawled 
/dhenii/ Igj E].Tn-t~ -gj~ni~J (he) will cut 
•• .. 
The phonetic exponent of unstable /e/ is a quality falling anywhere 
from [ e ] to [ 9 T]. The tongue appears to be falling from a 
palatal position and the variant heard depends on the position of 
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the 'toilglle's trajectory which is made prominent during the brief peak 
of phonation that occurs in such syllables. 
/e/ is relatively stable and is realized as [ ~ ] in two environments: 
1) when it occurs in the strong syllable of past disjunct verb forms 
with /la/ or /na/ in the following syllable: 
/nena/ CJ1ern~11 (he) asked, listened, heard 
/kena/ [kj gTng..a.J (he) showed 
/bena/ [bJ§Tn9-.a.] (it) came loose 
/tela/ t tj ~T Lq...L1 (it) was time 
/lela/ [ ViTLi~J (he) harvested 
and 2) in strong syllables preceded by /y/: 
/yecu./ [j~Tt~u] neat and clean 
/yela/ (j gTLi.a.] Patan 
/yemi/ ljg"Tmi] a Ka.thmandu-ite 
When both conditioning factors coincide in a single form such as the 
following, the lowering effect appears to be cumulative: 
/yela/ (he) became fond of 
/e/ is elsewhere realized as [ E! ], which we take to be the default variant. 
/pepea/ Cpjep~!l four flat objects 
/bekir/ ( beka.t] worthless 
-
/benii/ lbent: - bjen-t:1 will come loose 
/delasa/ [delasa1 bed sheet 
-=-
/nek:uu/ [Jleku:1 horns of an animal 
In addition to the major conditioning factors given above, there appear 
to be certain minor factors also at work. One example of this is the 
influence that a vowel in a following syllable can exert upon an /e/ in 
a strong syllable. This influence can be illustrated by a paradigm 
like the following: 
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/nenii/ [Jl en-t~] (he) will ask 
/nene/ [ .reTne ,w JleTneT] (I) will ask 
/nena/ CJl~Tn~"'] (he) asked 
That this is a secondary conditioning factor is seen from the fact that 
an /i/ in a following syllable does not over-ride the centralizing and 
lowering effect of initial /y/ in words such as /yemi/ 'a Kathmandu-ite' 
nor does it stabilize /e/ in words such as /phetwii/ '(he) will sit'. 
/a/ is the vowel with the widest range of phonetic variants, ranging from 
[ Q."" ] , a quality slightly above Cardinal Vowel Number 5, through [ Q.L ] 
+ 
and [ :;J'T' ] to [ 8 ] , a mid central vowel quality. This range of variants 
is controlled both by the preceding consonant and the following vowel in 
strong syllables of bisyllabic words. In general, central consonants 
precede the variants [ 9 ] and [ 8T ] , though a following strong 
syllable with / a/ ( as in the case of / cha-mha/ 'one animate being' ) or 
a following long /aa/ or/~/ (as in the cases of /sataa/ 'shelter' and 
/lakhlµJ./ 'from the water') will move such a vowel still further back, as 
can be seen in Figure 5. Likewise, peripheral consonants precede the 
variants [ i .L ] and [ a..L ] . The following vowel tends to determine 
which of the variants is favored within the range determined by the 
preceding consonant: a following front vowel favors the fronted or 
raised variants, whereas a following back vowel favors the retracted 
or lowered variants. Individual vowels differ in the degree to which they 
influence the phonetic realization of /a/, with the low vowels, /a/, 
/aa/ and /aa/ having the greatest influence~ Figure 5 presents a 
mapping of examples against the variants of /a/ that occur in them. 
This description of /a/ and its variants, while accurate for the great majority 
of aa.ses as a statement of general tendencies, does not allow us to give a precise 
rule to predict all variants observed. The stability of /a/ as [ ~T] following 
central consonants and preceding /u/ or /uu/ in the next syllable is worthy of 
comment. This variant was quite reliable for words in our corpus. One might 
attempt to explain the stability of the [ 9T] variant in this context as a 
result of the tension imposed upon the vowel by conflicting phonological 
forces: fronting by the preceding central consonant and retraction by /u/ or /uu/. 
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/a/ Following central consonants 
/tats./ 
/dasa/ 
/tapes/ 
/thakae yaye/ 
/nhaku/ 
/saphuu/ 
/cha-mha/ 
/sataa/ 
/lak'n!µJ./ 
[ a J 
[tdt~) 
[da~~] 
[tape~] 
[ a-r J 
[theTke: ja-1.jeTJ 
[naTku J 
•• •• (+) 
[~aT~u:] 
c t1h<l-.Lro<tJ 
[§<)/·t~:1 
~ ( let k 'Xci-':.J] 
/a/ Following peripheral consonants 
/bajM,/ [beTdza:(!))J 
=--
/kaca./ [kaTtsa,., ka_J-tsa] 
==- + ==-
/kaci/ [kait~i] 
/kasi/ [kct~1J 
+ 
/haye/ [b iTjE;.&.] 
/kbane/ [k'XctnecT)J + 
/kataa/ [ka.~t a.~ J 
/ks'kaaca/ [ka.J.k&J:1'~~1 
/a/ m.g,-initial 
/appa/ Ctp:i] 
/angu.u/ [¢t')qut] 
/agaa/ [a.J.'i a.:!l] 
elder sister 
misfortune 
metal cooking pot 
to cheat 
temple (body part) 
book 
one animate being 
shelter 
from the water 
tobacco 
a branch 
raw 
clay storage pot 
to bring 
to open 
an outsider 
a vegetable 
brick 
ring 
brick kiln 
Figure 5. Variants of /a/ in response to the influence of preceding 
consonants and following vowels. 
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Not unexpectedly in the opposite case (that in which /a/ follows peripheral 
consonants and precedes front vowels), /a/ is quite unreliable, fluctuating 
from word to word ( and sometimes within the same word) between [ c)T ] and [ O.. ..a. ] • 
~ 
w'e even have some instances of /kaca/ with the [ O..~ ] variant! Here the interpl.q 
between the influence of baok consonants, which from Figure 5 can be seen to be 
similar to that of word-initial position (that is, analogous to the absence of an 
initial consonant altogether), and that of fron~ vowels, which is a secondary 
fronting influence, leads to a highly unstable situation, given the relative 
wealmess of the two influences. In general this is the least stable and most 
problematic of the Newari vowels. Its phonological position within the system 
of vowels is perhaps analogous to its graphological position in the devanagari 
writing system as a kind of 'default' vowel that is unwritten except in syllable-
initial position. 
2.4 Newari Short Vowels: Vulnerability 12. Environment g Response. The 
evidence regarding vulnerability and response that has been presented in this 
section is summarized in Figure 6. The picture we get of short vowels is somewhat 
analogous to that presented in Figure 4 for long vowels. Again /i/, the vowel in 
the vicinity of Cardinal Vowel Number 1, is quite stable, and sufficiently 
invulnerable to environmental influences as to make it impossible for us to 
discriminate discrete variants with any degree of consistency so far as vowel 
quality is concerned. There are no analogues for /ae/ and /ae/ among the short 
vowels. /a/ and /u/ both respond to fronting influences from preceding consonants, 
though the environment in which /a/ is influenced sufficiently to allow us to 
identify a discrete variant with consistency is quite restricted (following /y/ 
in strong non-final syllables) whereas the environments in which /u/ is clearly 
influenced are both more numerous and more general. Again the short vowels are 
analogous to the long vowels at this point , though hardly identical in their 
response to potent environments. 
The mid vowels /e/ and /o/ run counter to the rest of the system in being 
repelled by preceding consonants in strong syllables in a kind of dissimilatory 
modification. We get the lowest variants for /e/ following /y/, which is other-
wise the strongest force in the system for fronting and raising a following vowel. 
Similarly, heavy labialization precedes the lowest variants of /o/, a reaction 
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Attraction to Preceding Consonant 
/u/ 
Repulsion by Preceding Consonant 
/e/* /o/ 
/a/ /a/* 
*Attraction to a following vowel 
Figure 6. Newari short vowels: nalnerabili ty and response 
quite in contrast to the raising effect that /w/ exerts upon /ae/ in the long 
vowels, for example. Long and short vowels are parallel to the extent, however, 
that in both systems it is the mid vowels that I'\lll counter to the pattern of 
attraction that influences most of the rest of the variable vowels, 
In the long vowels it was /oo/ and /aa/ that shared a feature which cut 
across the systems to which they belonged as far as their wlnerability to 
environment is concerned. In the short vowels it is /e/ and /a/ that share 
the cross-cutting feature. In the long vowels the cross-cutting feature was 
a kind of centralizing diphthongization in open syllables. In the short vowels 
the cross-cutting feature is responsiveness to the influence of the vowel in 
the following syllable. In both cases the cross-cutting feature involves an 
influence from a position following the affected vowel. 
Short and long vowel systems also show parallelism in the fact that the 
back vowels are less stable than their front counterparts within each vulnerability 
classification. Thus /a/ is less stable than /e/, and both /u/ and /o/ show a 
much wider variety of variants than does /a/. In both long and short vowels, 
forward attraction of back vowels by palatals and central consonants is well 
attested, while backward attraction of front vowels by velars or peripherals is 
not. The vowel quality most closely allied with the palatals, /i/, just below 
Cardinal Vowel Number 1, is invariant in both systems. 
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3. Some Phonological Concomitants R! Phonetic Asymmetry12 
Asymmetry in Newari vowels is not strictly- a phonetic state of affairs. The 
phonological system itself reflects certain parallel asymmetries. We will be 
concerned with two of these: asymmetries in the relationship between short and 
long vowels, and asymmetries.in the distribution of glides. 
3.1 Asymmetry between long e !!le.£t vowels. We began this paper by observing 
that the relationship between long and short vowels in Newari is asymmetric, in 
as much as there are six short vowels but eight long ones. In many cases the 
sources of length are synchronically irrecoverable, and with these we will not 
be concerned. In some cases, however, we do have some fairly clear evidence as 
to the sources of asymmetry between long and short vowels. One such case is 
that of stem-final alternation in Newari nouns73 
Stem-finals that have been lost in word-final position have often been 
preserved in non-word-final position before oblique case endings~4 This has 
led to a pattern of alternation between a nominative form in which the stem 
final has been lost and the resultant final vowel lengthened compensatorily 
(sometimes with a shift in vowel quality), and an oblique form (found in animate 
agentive forms and in inanimate locatives and ablatives) in which the stem-final 
has been retained. Thus we have the nominative form,/gia/ 'ditch', a locative 
form, /galae/ 'in the ditch', and an ablative form, /gal.ff/ 'from the ditch' 
in which the stem-final /la/ is retained in oblique forms, but lost in the 
nominative where we find a compensatorily lengthened /ii/. 
In connection with this alternation, the non-high vowels /e/, /o/, /a/. and 
/a/ have undergone a split conditioned by differences in the lost stem-finals. 
With the loss of stem finals beginning with /c/, /j/, /s/, or /y/, a final /e/ 
vowel becomes /ee/, a final /o/ becomes /wae/, a final /a/ becomes /ae/, and 
a final /a/ becomes /ae/:5 An example of each of these can be found in Figure 7. 
Certain things are worthy of special mention here. First, only the affricates 
/c/ and /j/, the fricative /s/, and the palatal glide /y/ are responsible for the 
palatally attracted members of the split. None of the other finals (and our 
corpus includes /ma/, /na/, /'CWJ./, /di/, /11/, /ti/, /thi/, /la/, /ta/, /tha/, 
/da/, /ra/, /ka/, /kba./, /ha/, /wa/, and /pa/ as examples of lost finals for 
nouns at this writing) produce this effect. We have no examples of either of the 
two high vowels /i/ or /u/ before lost finals in /c/, /j/, /s/, or /y-/. 
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Oblique form Nominative form with lost final I retaining stem final and compensatory lengthening I 
/i/ 
/e/ 
/a/ 
/a/ 
/o/ 
/u/ 
lost finals in 
/c/, /j/, /s/, /y/ 
kilff 
deSff /ee/ dee 
dewff 
thaSff /ae/ thae 
gal.ff 
phaSff /ae/ phae 
lakh.tf 
bhojff /wae/ bhwae 
kh.Olff 
saphulU 
other lost finals 
/ii/ kii 
/yea/ dyaa 
lea/ --gs.a 
/aa/ laa 
/oo/ khoo 
/uu/ saphuu 
I 
I 
I 
I 
insect 
country 
deity 
place 
ditch 
wind 
water 
feast 
hoof 
book 
Figure 7. Sources of asymmetry as seen in stem-final alternation in 
Newari Nouns: The non-high-vowel split, conditioned by 
palatal attraction. 
Secondly, the phonetic effeot is to produce two additional long front vowels. 
= 
The split applies to four vowels, and if /e/ is represented as /ya/ and /o/ as /wa/ 
as in Ha.le and Hale, 1969, the effect of palatal attraction can be seen as a parallel 
shift for the vowels concerned, as in Figure 8. 
Oblique forms 
/i/ 
/ya/ 
/a/ 
/a/ 
/wa/ 
/u/ 
Lost finals in 
/c, j, s, ii 
/yae/ 
/ae/ 
/ae/ 
/wae/ 
I Other lost finals 
/ii/ 
/yaa/ 
/ai/ 
/aa/ 
/waa/ 
/uu/ 
Figure 8. Representation of the non-high vowel split in an 
alternate transcription. 
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It is probably worth 1.mderlining the observation that it is palatal 
attraction that is likely to have been responsible for the· asymmetry between 
~ong and short vowel systems in Newari. If velar or peripheral attraction 
had been the prime mover we might vecy well have had quite a different system •. 
Thirdly, in the forms which retain stem finals, only two vowels survive, /a/, 
the weakest or most wlnerable in the whole system, and the invulnerable vowel, /i/. 
The invulnerable vowel survives primarily following /u/, or in an alternation 
. l . / ;16 invo ving au • 
Another morphological source for the asymmetric long vowels C8:ll be found 
in Newari verbs. The vowels /ae/ and /ae/ can be found in the future conjuncts 
of Class II verbs with the stem vowels /a/ and /o/, in the future conjuncts of 
Class III verbs, and in the causative stems of Class III and Class IV verbs. These 
forms have been discussed in some detail in Bale, 1971b, 1973, Sresthacharya, 1976, 
1981, Kolver and Kolver, 1978, Xansakar, 1979, 1982, and Malla, 1981. 
3.2 Asymmetry .Y!. .lli, distribution of glides. The glides /y/ and /w/ have contrasting 
patterns of asymmetric distribution. There seems to be no restriction on the 
sequences of consonants followed by glides in Newari. The restrictions that lead 
to asymmetric distribution arise, rather, from the fact that certain vowels are 
quite selective about the glides that can precede them. 
There are sequences which are not found, and are apparently not possible: 
/w/ does not precede /u/ or /uu/ and /y/ does not precede /i/ or /ii/. 
At the other extreme there are sequences that are freely allowed, in which 
the presence of a glide is clearly contrastive with its absence, and the choice 
as to whether a glide will occur or not is entirely lexical. Thus /w/ is found 
to precede /i/, /ii/, /a/, /aa/, /ae/ and /ae/ in an entirely straightforward 
manner and /y / is found to precede /u/' /uu/' /a/' /ei./' and /ae/ in the same 
way. Examples are easily found (/wj.i/ 'mad woman', /lwiilce/ 'to discover' , 
/mwike/ 'to cremate', /mwaa/ 'alive', /lwake; 'cause to fight', /swi,i/ 'flower' 
/1 wae/ 'disease' , /mwae/ 'banana' ; /lyune/ 'behind' , /lyuu we.ye/ 'to chase' , 
/ sys.la/ 'marrow ' , /ly~/ 'account, computation' , /lyae-mha/ 'young man' ) • 
Between these two extremes the remaining glide-vowel sequences constitute 
marginal oases, either restricted to unassimilated loans or to specific morphological 
forms, or to cases of doubtful contrastive status, and these sequences are among 
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the most problematic in all of Newari phonology. The vowels are the 
three short vowels /e/, /o/, and /a/, and the four long vowels /ee/, 
/EJJe/, /aa/, and /oo/. Figures 9 and 10 summarize the situation. 
w UNRmTRICTED I W NOT POSSIBLE 
/i, ii/ I 
I 
/u, uu/ 
/e, ee/ w MARGIN.AL /o, oo/ 
/ae/ 
/ae/ /a, aa/ /a, aa/ 
Figure 9. Phonological status of /w/ before vowels. 
Y NOT POSSIBLE y UNRETRICTED 
/i, ii/ /u, uu/ 
/e, ee/ /o, oo/ 
Y MARGINAL 
/ae/ /a/ 
/ae/ /a, ea/ /aa/ 
Figure 10. Phonological status of /y/ before vowels. 
The major problem with sequences consisting of a glide followed by a mid 
vowel is that evidence for contrast is weak. Within non-loan vocabulary there 
is no really convincing evidence of contrast between /ya/ and /e/ or between 
/wa/ and /o/. For this reason /e/ and /o/ were not included as phonemes in 
Hale and Hale, 1969. Similarly, there is little evidence of contrast between 
/yae/ and /ee/, and /oe/ and /wae/ appear to be nothing more than two possible 
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representations of the same sound sequence. If one were to limit /e/ to the 
second position in digraph representations of unit phonemes and if one were to 
eliminate /o/ altogether, it would be possible to eliminate the marginal areas 
as in Figures 11 and 12. 
/i, ii/ 
W UNRE5TRICTED 
/ae/ 
/ae/ /a, M/ 
/u, uu/ 
W NOT POSSIBLE 
/a, aa/ 
Figure 11. Phonological status of /w/ if /e/ and /o/ a.re 
replaced by /ya/ and /wa/ respectively. 
Y NOT POSSIBLE 
/i, ii/ 
/ae/ 
/ae/ /a, ii/ 
Y UNIU5TRICTED 
/u, uu/ 
/a, aa/ 
Figure 12. Phonological status of /y/ if /e/ and /o/ a.re 
replaced by /ya/ and /wa/ respectively. 
Once /e/ and /o/ are excluded from the system as independent unit phonemes, 
however, certain further consequences follow so far as the distribution of glides 
is concerned. If we also exclude the possibility of having a sequence of two 
glides within a syllable (/yy/, /ww/, /-yw/, /wy/) then the sequences of Figure 13 
are taken to be phonologically impossible. The evidence for retaining /e/ and /o/ 
as unit phonemes in the system is thus intricately intertwined with the status of 
glide-vowel sequences. In evaluating the relative merits of the system pictured 
in Figures 11 and 12 in comparison with that of Figures 9 and 10, the status of 
the sequences listed in Figure 13 is rather crucial, as is the contrastive status 
of the pairs /ya/ and /e/, /wa/ and /o/, /yae/ and /ee/, and /wae/ and /oe/. If 
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these pairs must be distinguished in a phonological transcription, or if certain 
of the sequences in Figure 13 must be represented, then these facts constitute 
good reasons for retaining /e/ or /o/ or both as unit phonemes. 
Transcription with Transcription with 
/e/ and /o/ excluded /e/ and /o/ retained 
yya equivalent to ye 
yyae equivalent to yea 
ywa equivalent to yo 
ywaa equivalent to yoo 
wya equivalent to we 
wyae equivalent to wee 
wwa equivalent to WO 
wwaa equivalent to woo 
Figure 13. Sequences taken to be phonologically impossible once 
/e/ and /o/ have been excluded from the system. 
We consider now the evidence for crucial contrasts within the system. 
/e/ vs, /ya/. Here one finds words such as /yela/ 'was fond of', in which 
the cumulative effect of palatal repulsion in strong syllables and the lowering 
pressure of the past disjunct ending, /a/, produces a phonetic form, [ja l~.1. ], 
which could be interpreted as /yala/ if one chose not to recognize the cumulative 
effect. This, then, could be cited as a minimal pair with /yela/ 'Patan', the 
only such pair we have found. 
One also finds such Sanskrit loans as /sate/ 'truth' which have a more learned 
pronunciation, phonologically representable as /satya/. The contrast between /e/ 
and /ya/ is certainly of sociolinguistic relevance in such forms, and may even 
need someld.nd of representation in a dictionary, but does not yet constitute 
lexical contrast. 
/e/ vs, /ye/. The glide /y/ appears to be marginally contrastive before / e/. 
In word-initial position there is a set of word~ consistently pronounced with 
initial palatal glides: /yeko/ 'much, many', /y~/ 'Kathmandu', /yemi/ 'a 
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Kathmandu-ite', /yela/ 'Patan', /yei/ 'will like', /yene/ 'to carry away'. 
There is a second set of words in which the initial palatal glide /y/ 
fluctuates with its absence 17: /yak/"'/ ek/ 'one 1 , /y,;dyea/,.., / ,;dyaa/ 'Indra Jatra' , 
/yekki/....,/ekka/ 'most beloved', /yecu/"-/ecu/ 'spotless, clean', /ye ca.ye/"' 
/e caye/ 'to be in heat'. 
In a third set we found one word in which the palatal on-glide is consistently 
absent : / e/ [? e ] 'Oh ! ' , a word used both as vocative particle and as an 
exclamation of surprise. There is also a word, pronounced by Kansakar as /llDi/ 
but by Tuladhar as /eme/ [?eme] 'their'. 
These three sets constitute the thread of evidence by which the contrastive 
status of /y/ before /e/ in word-initial position is supported, thus far in our 
research. If the words in these three sets are to be distinguished phonemically, 
the system will .need to be able to distinguish /e/ from /ye/, in word-initial 
position. 
Word-medially the glide /y/ occurs initially in weak syllables in slow-speech 
citation forms of Class II and III verbs: /:,aye/ 'to do', /haye/ 'to bring', /juye/ 
'to become'. In this position /y/ contrasts with other consonants, though not with 
·t b . ' 1 18 1 sown a sence in any Sl.lDp e way. 
Whether /y/ occurs contrastively following a syllable-initial consonant and 
preceding /e/ is questionable. We have no minimal pairs to show contrast for /y/ in 
this position. What we have are patterns more like a continuum than like discrete 
sets of variants. Though illustrations can be given for three general areas of 
the continuum, we have not come up with a satisfactory phonological characterization 
of the environments that condition the occurrence of a given example at a given 
point along the continuum. 
At one end of the continuum strong initial syllables are reliably realized 
with palatal on-glides before /e/: /nene/ 'to ask', /nelii/ 'will be tired'. 
Further along the continuum the occurrence of palatal on-glide fluctuates 
freely with its own absence from utterance to utterance without the speaker being 
a.ware of any variation in his pronunciation: /pepea/ 'four flat objects', /benii/ 
'will come loose', /beli/ 'dinner', /kepuu/ 'Kirtipur', /gesu/ 'weighty', /dhenii/ 
'will cut'. 
At the other end of the continuum /e/ is quite reliably realized without any 
perceptible palatal on-glide. This occurred in strong syllables of words such as 
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/bekar / I WOrthleSS I , / dh8CUU/ I bent Sideways I , / delasa/ I bed Sheet I , /bess-y-a./ 
'prostitute', /thekd.ar/ 'contractor', /terae ya.ye/ 'to give heed to', and quite 
generally in weak syllables: /nene/ 'to ask', /athe/ 'like that', /pake/ 'ripe', 
/pule/ '(I) will pay'. It is our impression that /y/ does not yet occur contrastively 
in this environment. 
/ee/ 1 /ae/ 1 /yee/, /xae/. The contrast between /ae/ and /ee/ is fairly solid, 
though not supported by a large number of pairs: /dae/ 'yes, it will be', /dee/ 
'cowitry', /lrmlt/ 'a Khas person', /khtt/ 'egg', /bae/ 'bamboo flute', /bee/ 
'classifier for /gwa.a./ "betel"'. The sequence /yse/ exists word-initially in free 
variation with /ee/: /eeke/,.,,,/yeeke/ 'to make attractive', /ee caye/~/yee ca.ye/ 
'to.be in heat'. The sequence /yae/ is not found in contrast with /ee/ or with /yee/. 
If /ee/ is allowed, the sequence /yae/ is apparently never needed. 
/19/. lvool, /vaa/. In native words and in well-assimilated loans we have 
/ya.a/: /yaamari/ 'a kind of pastry', /ya.a rnif/ 'dear mother', /mys.a/ 'open field', 
/dyaa/ 'deity'. There are a few unaasimilated loans for which /yo/ is appropriate: 
/yogi/ 'yogi' , and there are some speakers who have /yoornari/ 'a kind of pastry' : 9 
The constrastive status of the sequences /yo/ and /yoo/ are thus still quite marginal. 
lo!, /wa/, /wo/. No contrast has been observed between /wa/ and /wo/ and the 
evidence for contrast between these and /o/ is quite marginal. There is one word 
['?oho:] 'Oh! I in which /o/ occurs in syllable-initial position without a labial 
approximant on-glide. This one word is the evidence we have for contrast between 
initial /o/ without labial on-glide and the initial /o/ with an on-glide which we 
represent here as /wo/: /wohaa/ 'silver' , /wo/ 'that ' , /wola/ ' (he) came' , /wona/ 
'(he) went'. No contrast at all has been observed among the long counterparts /oo/, 
/waa/, and /woo/. 
The labial glide does not appear to contrast with its absence following 
syllable-initial consonants. There are consonants such as /r/ and /y/ which, though 
labialized before /o/, seem to preclude any audible labial on-glide: /roog/ 'disease' 
/yogi/ 'a yogi'. The labial stops have a labial fricative release before /o/: /pols./ 
'(I) pealed', /phosi/ 'a copper cooking pot', /bosa/ 'item on display', /bhojae/ 
'at the feast'. Following most other consonants the labial on-glide fluctuates in 
salience, fluctuating at times with its own absence. 
/we/, /wee/. /wae/. We have no examples of /wee/ and only one of /we/, in the 
loan word, /dwes/ 'hatred'. There are, by contrast, many examples of /wae/: 
/bhwae/ 'feast', /lwae/ 'disease', /chwaela/ 'boiled meat', /mwil/ dyaa/ 'twisted', 
/pwaela/ 'name of a winter month', /w~t/ 'madman'. 
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In interpreting these data we see two alternatives, a profligate solution 
which includes /e/ and /o/, and a parsimonious solution which excludes them. 
The cost of accepting the parsimonious solution includes the following: l. The 
difference between learned and non-learned pronunciations of Sanskrit words such 
as /satya/ 'truth' cannot be represented. 2. The absence of palatal on-glide in 
the exclamation /e/ 'Oh!' cannot be represented. :,. The fluctuation of the 
initial palatal glide with its absence in words like /ek/,v/yek/ 'one' cannot be 
contrasted with the absence of such fluctuation in words like /yeko/ 'many, much' , 
/yene/ 'to car-ry away'. 4. The pronunciation of a few unassimilated loans such 
as /yogi/ 'a yogi' cannot be accurately represented, and the variant pronunciation 
/yoomari/ 'a kind of pastry' will-not be represented in contrast to the more 
usual /yaams:ri/. 5. The lack of a labial on-glide in the exclamation /ohoo/ will 
not be represented. 6. The pronunciation of the loan word /dwes/ 'hatred' will 
not be represented. The cost of accepting the profligate solution is the large 
number of unused glide-vowel sequences, and the marginal status of glides in the 
areas shown in Figures 9 and 10. 
If what we can observe here on the basis of synchronic evidence is part of a 
diachronic shift from a system of four short and six long vowels to a system of six 
short and eight long vowels, then we would expect to find more and more of the 
currently non-attested glide-vowel sequences made use of as time goes by. The shift 
from /ya811JB.ri/ to /yoomari/ 'a kind of pastry' oould be one example of a move to 
make greater use of the full range of contrasts available within the profligate 
system. 
Asymmetry of the type we have examined synchronically for Newari may be 
symptomatic of a phonological system on the verge of (or just over the verge of) 
major restructuring. Should such restructuring proceed, completely justifying 
the more profligate solution, it would be possible to view the development as one 
in which the glides /y/ and /w/ played a leading 'politic~l' role in winning 
phonological independence from the mid vowels /e/ and /o/ respectively. At this 
point in time /y/ has moved further than /w/ in attaining this coveted distribu:tional 
status, a fact that once again underlines the significance of the palatal position 
as a position of power in Newari phonology. 
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Footnotes 
1work on this paper was initiated late in 1975 by L. C. Friedman, T. R. Kansakar, 
a.nd E. A. Hale. Shortly thereafter, J. Tuladhar also joined the project. During the 
first few months, regular working sessions were conducted in which very careful attention 
was devoted to the narrow transcription of some 250 strategically chosen examples out of 
a. corpus of some 12,000 words in a draft of a dictionary being compiled at the time by 
Hale and Thakurlal Manandhar. An effort was made to achieve the finest phonetic 
discrimination of vowel properties that could be consistently maintained and agreed 
upon by Friedman and Hale for each of the Newari vowels. This involved a fair amount 
of sorting and re-elicitation of examples from working session to working session. 
Friedman's training and competence in the British tradition of Cardinal Vowels was of 
utmost benefit to the project during this stage, as was the active participation of 
Kansakar and Tuladhar as native speakers of Newari and participating linguists. 
In July of 1976 Hale completed-a draft summarizing the findings of the project, 
a draft which left many questions unanswered. Friedman then completely reworked the 
materials and came out with a second draft in December, 1976, which was an improvement 
over Hale's first attempt, yet one with which she was still not entirely satisfied. 
This draft was given to Hale for further polishing. ,A.t this stage the materials still 
seemed messy and intractable. Newari, we felt, should be a beautiful example of 
something, but we still lacked the integrating insight that would make sense of the 
massive asymmetry we had been looking at for so long, 
During 1980 Hale, working on discourse, was finding the notion of 'pecking order' 
useful in explaining departures from norms in discourse. 'Higher' systems were seen 
to influence the manifested structure of 'lower' systems in a hierarchy of discourse 
systems. It was not until November 1982 that Ha.le realized the usefulness of this 
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view of power, influence, and vulnerability in making sense of the asymmetries of the 
Newari vowel system. The phonetic data are those of the earlier drafts. The 
interpretations made in terms of vulnerability, potent environments and the like are 
Hale's. Thie paper is a slightly expanded version of a paper pres~nted by Hale and 
Kansakar to the Third Annual Conference of the Linguistic Society of Nepal, November 
27, 1982 on the Kirtipur Campus of Tribhuvan University. 
2Examplee given between slant lines are in the 'profligate' phonemic transcription, 
having six short and eight long vowels. Examples cited within square brackets are 
phonetic. Phonemically, Kathmandu Newari has four series of consonants, a voiceless 
series /p, t, c, k, s/,an aspirated series /"Ph, th, ch, kh/, a voiced series /b, d, 
j, g, m, n, l, r/, and a breathy series /bh, dh, jh, gh, h, mh, nh, lh, rh/. To the 
voiced series could be added a velar nasal symbolized as /ng/ as a marginal phoneme 
in words such as /rang/ 'color' • In addition there are two glides /w/ and /y /. 
Vowels contrast for length (long vs. -short) and for nasality (nasal vs. oral). On 
the 'parsimonious' solution to the vowel system there are four short vowels /i, a, 
a, u/ and six long vowels /ii, ae, ae, as., aa, uu/. The 'profligate' solution adds 
to this the short vowels /e, o/ and the long vowels /ee, oo/. There are six 
diphthongs or complex syllabic nuclei /ei, ai, ai_, eu, au, au/ • 
.. Phonetically, the symbols used for vowels are those of the Cardinal 
Yowel System together with the following diacritics: [ T] tongue position 
iowered from that of the Cardinal Vowel symbol which precedes the diacritic, 
[.J.] tongue position raised,[_] tongue position retracted, [ +] tongue position 
~dvanced (fronted),[ •• ] breathy voice quality,(,....] nasalization. Certain 
~floating~ symbols have been used:[9] to represent a mid central quality, 
[") to represent a low front quality between Cardinal Vowel Number 3 and 
Cardinal Vowel Number 4. and [G:)] , a quality lower, more advanced, and less 
rounded than Cardinal Vowel Number 8. The use of [a:'] and[q.·'"] to represent 
low back vowels with labial involvement is perhaps questionable. But the 
labial involvement is slight. sometimes only a pursing of the lower lip, and 
in the case of [q:~ at times totally absent. The alternative symbol ["O] 
being a little more clumsy was avoided for that reason. 
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The symbols used to represent consonants are based on the International 
Phonetic Alphabet. A detailed ~tudy of Kathmandu Newari consonants would 
require a separate paper. The detail recorded for consonants is considerably 
less than recorded here for vowels. We are aware, for instance, that there is 
a fronted [ ~) , a backed [ ~] , and a non-front, non-back [ k] variant of /k/, 
but since we have not always managed to reco~d the precise articulation of /k/ 
in every instance,[k] is not necessarily to be read as the non-front, non-back 
variant. [ 0 ] is used to mark voicelessness, [ ... J breathiness, [ =] post-
alveolar (apical) articulation, [w] labialization, [j J palatalization. 
Breathy stops are characterized by a delayed onset of breathy voicing, and 
appear to have a voiceless onset. There are also consonants that are unstable 
in intervocalic position. Thus intervocalic /b/ is sometimes [ b] and 
sometimes [BJ . In spite of the fact that there is a phonetic difference 
between word-initial /p/ and /ph/ before /o/ and /u/, we have not succeeded 
in representing this difference adequately in the phonetic transcription. 
This paper does not pretend to solve the many problems that remain in the 
Newari consonants. A further study is urgently needed. 
3In the early sessions a larger number of variants were distinguished than 
could be consistently maintained in the later sessions. Thus in early sessions 
a slightly more open variant of /ii/ was noted in words such as /phogttl 
'beggar!, and /nht nhttl 'day by day'. In later sessions the lower variant 
could not be consistently distinguished and was excluded as a recognizable variant. 
4 The close relation that exists between /u/ and /w/ in Newari would also 
support the view that in the absence of a preceding peripheral consonant, /uu/ 
would get treated as itself a 'peripheral' articulation as opposed to /y/ and 
/i/ which would be 'central' articulations in this sense. 
5According to Kashinath Ta.mot, the historicallv motivated agentive form 
of /doonttl would be /dohtt/, 
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6The difference between /lrhtt/ 'egg' (cited in Section 1.3) and /khf,t/ 'a 
Khas person' has its primary phonetic realization in the consonants, since the 
vowel qualities are quite close, especially when the two words are not uttered 
in sequence. In the pronunciation of many speakers, consonants preceding /ae/ 
are quite strongly velarized. In the speech of Kansakar, however, the consonants 
are not strongly velarized and the vowel quality shows instabilityin going close 
in syllables other than those with a /w/. 
7see footnote 5. 
8The vowels /i, e, a/ and their long partners /ii, ee, ae, and a.a/ are con-
sidered non-back. 
9rt would be awkward to posit the realization of /oo/ within closed syllables 
as the norm, since this is almost exclusively a loan pattern. The 'open falling' 
pattern of Figure 4 would then be the best candidate for 'default quality', and 
the explained variant would be the higher quality in these cases as well. 
10In the first phase of the work a slightly more open variant was noted in 
words such as /pire y'aye/ 'to nag' , /ajiIDB./ 'grandmother goddess' , /kad.am-si/ 
'a kind of wood' , /nhi- ruq.:j./ 'day by day' • In the second phase, however, this 
lower variant could not be consistently distinguished and has been excluded as 
a recognizable variant. 
11Interestingly enough, /ae/ acts like a back vowel in this respect, a fact 
that is not really surprising in view of what /ae/ does to preceding consonants 
in strong syllables as illustrated by the pair, /khf.t/ 'a Khas person', /khtf/ 
'egg'. (See footnote 6.) 
12This section was written by Hale, drawing on materials in a dictionary of 
some 12,000 entries compiled by Bale and Thakurlal Manandhar. 
13This phenomenon has been noted elsewhere. See for example, Hale, 1971a; 
!Colver and Kolver, 1975; K. P. Malla 1981: 34-36. 
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14The view that loss is what we are dealing with and not arbitrary addition 
is reinforced by evidence from conservative dialects such as those of Tauthali and 
Dolakha, which retain old finals in the nominative forms. 
15The process is morphologically more transparent if /o/ is represented as 
/wa/ and /e/ as /ye/. See Figure 8 below. 
16we have only three examples in which final /i/ survives after some vowel 
other than /u/: /lhaa, l.hati-/ 'hand'; /nhyaa.k.haa,nhyaakali-/ 'obverse side (of 
coi~'; /lewoo, lewoti-/ 'male paramour'. 
17Thak:u.rlal Mana.ndhar maintains that the presence of an initial palatal 
glide in these words is characteristic of learned pronunciation, and the absence 
of such marks non-learned pronunciation. 
18 ;- / 1:-1 The coalescence of ya.ye 'to do ' to yae in rapid speech is not an example 
of this. In the first place the two pronunciations represent the same lexical item 
and thus do not establish lexical contrast. Secondly, /ya.ye/ is bisyllabic and 
contains two vowels, whereas /yae/ is monosyllabic with /ae/ representing a unit 
phoneme. As it stands, the phonemic system of transcription has no way of repre-
senting a disyllabic sequence in which /a/ ends one syllable and /e/ begins the 
next, and thus far there has been no need to represent such a sequence. 
19Hale has observed this, for example, in the speech of Kashinath Tamot. 
